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For the Romanian lubricant producer, Hexol®, 2015 proved to be
a very good year. The company reported at the end of the fiscal
year a 30% growth in turnover, and implicitly a significant
market share growth.
The company’s attempt to enter new markets throughout Europe has been a successful one, with
Hexol® products now available for consumers throughout Serbia, Slovenia, Moldova, Macedonia
and Malta. The addition of these new markets to its already established sales markets such as
Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, Croatia and Greece led to the growth of the exports segment with
up to 350% over the past year. The success factor to this growth can be attributed to the newly
created export department of the company, being extremely flexible and agile it always looks to
adapt to the needs of distributors and consumers.
The philosophy behind management’s actions is based on the active engagement of local
distributors, all sales being organized through them, making them the driving force with the
necessary dedication to ensure the development of local markets.
“There are great opportunities for us on the
Balkan market and in Eastern European
countries neighboring Romania as we
confidently move towards entering these new
markets without neglecting the internal
Romanian market where we have also seen
continuous year over year growth in sales”,
declared Daniel Condratov, company president.
Hexol® was founded in 1997 in Canada and has continuously evolved over the past years.

Hexol® products are produced in the context of satisfying the growing complexity of current and
future technologies. The development and diversification of new products is an initiative doubled
with experimenting, testing and verifying products to ensure their quality and their capability to
satisfy the most demanding usage needs imposed by sophisticated equipment of today’s and
tomorrow’s generations.
The product portfolio of Hexol® is extremely diverse, with the company offering sustainable
solutions such as fuel economy and extended engine and equipment life. Lubricants for vehicle
engines and gears, industrial lubricants, greases and auto chemicals produced for passenger
vehicles as well as commercial vehicles and industrial applications.
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